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Members of the XXXIII Caravan of Pastors for Peace continue their

intense agenda in the municipality of Gibara from Holguin province;

among other activities, they were received at Los Amigos Church by the

highest political and governmental authorities, as well as

parishioners and neighbors of the area.

After the official reception in the capital city, which included the

awarding of the Axe of Holguin and the Coat of Arms of the Province,

the caravanists continued the program of activities in the so-called

Villa Blanca de los Cangrejos.
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A significant moment was the visit to the Municipal History Museum,

where, in addition to getting acquainted with the history of the

people of Gibara, they learned about the implementation of the Tarea

Vida in that coastal area.

To go deeper into the subject, the visitors enjoyed the presentation

of the work "Lamento por una gota de agua" (Lament for a drop of

water) by the Audiovisual Voces Project, an opportunity that led to a

debate on the subject and comments on their work during the twelve

years of its creation.

The caravanists took the opportunity to enjoy the rhythm of the waves

of the Bay of Gibara, to see swimmers of peace and hope, of love and

solidarity, who sail with their hearts in our beautiful sea.

The Villa Blanca de los Cangrejos is happy to have these supportive

friends sharing our identity, culture and natural wealth.

In the evening a political-cultural gala took place where those

present applauded the artistic delivery of the gibareños; occasion
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where the Cuban culture illuminated the night of Gibara.

The members of the Pastores por la Paz Caravan enjoyed a show with

elements of our most authentic roots, traditions, intangible heritage

and our identity.

They highlighted the music of our fields, the voice of the children,

controversies, traditional dances, among other moments lived in the

Jibá cinema.

And the melody of Cuban music stimulated the souls of those attending

the gala, where the organ made dance to dance in harmonious dance

lived the joy of both peoples.

We shared a beautiful evening with such wonderful human beings who

accompany us in the most just and noble cause in the world, as

artisans and artists exhibited their works in the lobby of the gala.

At the end the friends from Cuba, and of course from Gibara, thanked

for the love and joy received in the village.
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On the second day, the members of the Pastors for Peace Caravan in

Gibara visited the Doctor Gustavo Aldereguía Lima General Hospital,

where they carried out volunteer work together with the workers of the

hospital and a representation of the people.

At the facility they learned about the impact of the economic,

commercial and financial blockade of the United States on the Cuban

health sector. Together as one people united by solidarity, they

contributed to the execution of the hospital work of great impact for

the people of Gibara.

The ambassadors for Peace had a great time; Cuba thanks them for their

dignity and decorum.
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